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Program Rules & Regulations 
 

You and your parents are required to read and sign this document, and then scan and upload it 
as part of your online application to any of World Bnei Akiva’s Hachshara Programs 

 
 
 
General standards of behavior 
Bnei Akiva expects a high standard of behavior from its Hachshara participants. The rules and 
guidelines are intended to provide a clear framework of the acceptable levels of behavior. Any rules 
of a partner institution can supersede these rules and must be kept and adhered to whilst the group 
is under their supervision. 
 
A disciplinary process will be implemented for participants who fail to adhere to the demands, rules 
and atmosphere of the program. Formal warnings may be issued as a precursor to suspension or 
expulsion from the program. 
 
 
General religious guidelines 
Bnei Akiva is a religious youth movement and it is understood that every participant shall commit 
to a religious lifestyle throughout the year. It is therefore expected that each participant should 
keep Shabbat, keep Kashrut and dress and behave modestly. 
 
 
Security 
It is absolutely forbidden to hitchhike anywhere in the country. Any time a participant needs to take 
leave of the program, it must be done with the prior knowledge and the permission of the program 
coordinator. If a participant is going to be late — for whatever reason — from a free evening or 
weekend, they must inform the madrich/a with due notice. 
 
Any violation of these basic security requirements will have serious consequences regarding the 
participant's continued participation in the program. 
 
Participants should be aware that security rules may change from time to time during the course of 
the program and are required to adhere strictly to all security rules as laid down by the program 
coordinator.  
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Tzniut (modesty) and general conduct 
Tzniut means dressing and behaving in a way that is fitting with the religious nature of Bnei Akiva 
in Israel. Boys and girls are required to refrain from any physical contact with each other. Boys and 
girls are forbidden from entering bedrooms of the opposite gender. All participants must use 
appropriate language at all times, in order to create a respectful and tolerant atmosphere on the 
program. 
 
Girls: Skirts and dresses should cover the knee. Shorts, sleeveless tops, capped sleeves, leggings 
(and other skin- tight clothes) are not allowed. Tops should have appropriate necklines and should 
not rise above the top of the skirt at any time. Excessive ear piercings, as well as all other body 
piercings, are considered inappropriate for Hachshara participants. It is permitted to color hair only 
in natural colors. 
 
Boys: Sleeveless tops are not allowed. No piercings are permitted. It is not permitted to color hair. 
Kippot should be worn at all times.  
 
During certain parts of the program (e.g. Midrasha, Yeshiva, Machon) participants will be required 
to dress according to the accepted standards of the institution. Tattoos and piercings may not be 
carried out on Hachshara. It is not appropriate to enter places that are not fitting with the religious 
nature of Bnei Akiva programs, e.g. clubs. Posting, or appearing in, inappropriate photos or videos 
online, causing damage to the reputation of Bnei Akiva or its partner institutions, will result in serious 
consequences and possible exclusion from the program. 
 
 
Drugs 
The use of drugs, other than prescribed medication, is illegal. It is also illegal to own or distribute 
these drugs. Anyone found under the influence or in the possession of drugs could face criminal 
proceedings, in addition to being excluded from the program. Bnei Akiva may arrange for random 
drug testing to be carried out during the program.  
 
 
Smoking 
Cigarette smoking on the program is strongly discouraged, and smoking in the presence of the 
group is not allowed. All buildings in which Bnei Akiva programs take place are no-smoking zones. 
Smoking or possessing nargila is forbidden on any of the premises in which the Hachshara program 
takes place.  
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Alcohol 
It is forbidden for any participant to get drunk. Severe action will be taken against any participant 
who is found to be drunk and not in complete control of their faculties. This could result in their 
exclusion from the program. It is forbidden to possess alcohol on any of the premises in which the 
Hachshara program takes place. 
 
 
Violent Behavior 
It is absolutely forbidden to act in a violent manner or engage in any form of abuse, either verbally, 
physically or sexually, towards another person. Severe and immediate action will be taken, which 
could result in exclusion from the program and criminal proceedings. 
 
 
Property 
All participants must respect the property of others and the sites in which the program takes place. 
Severe action will be taken if a participant steals or damages property. Each participant has the 
responsibility to maintain the environment in which they reside in a respectful manner.  
 
 
Pets 
Hachshara participants are not allowed to have pets, animals or reptiles, or to accommodate them 
on any base on which the Hachshara program takes place. In addition to the discomfort it may cause 
to some members of the group, Bnei Akiva places importance on animal care and welfare, and 
understands that Hachshara is not a suitable environment for their needs. Bnei Akiva will not take 
responsibility for any damage to participants or property caused by any animal owned by the group 
or individuals within the group. 
 
 
Chofesh (holiday) 
Hachshara includes allocated holiday periods. During this time, participants are responsible for 
making their own arrangements, including accommodation and food. Parental visits should be 
planned to take place during these periods. If necessary, Bnei Akiva will be happy to assist 
participants with their Chofesh arrangements. Aside from these periods, we ask that you refrain 
from trips abroad or other absences, as these can be detrimental to your year in Israel. Exceptions 
may be made under special circumstances, and only with prior written permission. It should not be 
assumed that all requests will be granted. Therefore, no plane tickets should be booked, or other 
arrangements made, until approval has been granted by the program coordinator. It is forbidden 
to leave the country’s boundaries without permission (i.e., every place that requires a passport). 
This could result in expulsion from the program. 
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Guests 
Friends of participants are welcome to visit the group, only with prior permission from the program 
coordinator. There will be occasions when guests are not allowed to visit. 
 
 
Leaving the program 
Any participant who leaves the program for voluntary or compulsory reasons may not be refunded 
in full, if at all, and will not be allowed to attend any further activities for the duration of the 
program.   
 
 

 
 

 
PARTICIPANT DECLARATION 

 
Acceptance onto Hachshara is conditional on participants and parents completing and returning 
this declaration to Bnei Akiva prior to the start of the program. 
 

I, the participant, have read and understood the Hachshara Rules and Guidelines and I am willing 
to abide by them. We, the participant and parent’s/legal guardian, are aware that the violation of 
the rules will lead to serious consequences and possible exclusion from the program. In such 
circumstances we are aware that no refund will be given, and any outstanding fees will be paid to 
Bnei Akiva. 
 
 
Participant’s name:  _____________________________________________ 
 
Participant’s signature: _____________________________________________ 
 
Parent’s name:  _____________________________________________ 
 
Parent’s signature:  _____________________________________________ 
 
Date:    _____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 


